VISION

To restore dignified treatment and equal opportunity to students criminalized by immigration law.

MISSION

RAICES at Emory is an organization of undocumented students working to promote systems of outreach, advocacy, and support for undocumented students at Emory and beyond.

VALUES

As an organization, we are informed by the following values, and we commit to abide by them as we engage in our mission:

· Equal opportunity
· Education
· Prudence
· Citizenship
· Empowerment
· Thoughtfulness
· Diplomacy
· Empathy
· Resilience
· Human freedom and dignity
· Respect
· Community
· Growth
· Responsibility
· Wisdom
· Resilience
· Optimism
· Determination
Who We Are

In fall 2015, the school opened its doors to qualified undocumented students with DACA status, and their acceptance came with an offer of financial aid to meet full demonstrated need. DACA students arrived on campus that semester, and after three months of thinking they were alone in their particular struggle, three of them were able to meet and disclose their citizenship status to each other. These three immediately recognized the empowering value of coming together in a community, rooted not so much in a common struggle but rather in the response of resilience and hope to that struggle.

With the help of two campus professionals, Lenet Rivas and Dr. Christine Ristaino, they decided to found an organization comprised of Emory undocumented students so that they could provide guidance to incoming Emory undocumented students, a safe space for them to share their stories, and a voice through which they could fearlessly express their spirit.

In fall 2017, Emory’s doors further opened to admit all undocumented students regardless of DACA status. In its vanguard momentum, the university legitimized and acted upon the calls of undocumented students—an effort that ameliorated many anxieties and worries of those same students.

Today, we at Emory RAICES have established a direct line of communication with Emory students, faculty, and administrators. The identities of our members are completely confidential, and members are encouraged to involve themselves in as little or as much of the organization as they see fit. In short, we are here to work alongside those in the Emory community to support each other in whatever way we decide is best for us.

Contact Information

If you are an undocumented student or an ally, we would delight in knowing you and including you in our activities. For all inquiries, please feel free to contact RAICES at Emory at usaatemory@emory.edu or Dr. Ristaino, or Danielle Bruce Steele.

| Christine Ristaino, PhD in Italian Literature Faculty Advisor of RAICES at Emory Senior Lecturer, Italian Studies Program | Danielle Bruce-Steele Staff Advisor of RAICES at Emory Convener, Belonging & Community Justice |
| crsitai@emory.edu | danielle.bruce.steele@emory.edu |
| 404.727.6437 | 404.712.9126 |